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A B S T R A C T  
 
Interest in Japanese distribution as a field of academic study has waned in recent years, but 
there is a continuing concern with the activities of Japan’s general trading companies or Sogo 
Shosha.  This research has concentrated largely on their function as international trade inter-
mediaries but it has overlooked their role in the domestic economy.  In recent years, the same 
Sogo Shosha have expanded their involvement in domestic distribution, in particular into food 
wholesaling, but more recently into retailing.  The aim of this paper is to explore the extent of 
this involvement and to present an analysis of the reasons behind such a shift from both a 
managerial and a theoretical perspective.  Further, we go on to look at the current and future 
consequences of such large, internationally powerful companies taking a significant share in 
domestic distribution in Japan. 
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Introduction 
The Sogo Shosha or Japanese General Trading Companies have made significant investments 
in the wholesaling sector in Japan in recent years, taking them away from their traditional 
business model of facilitating international trade.  This paper discusses the scale and scope of 
these investments and places them into the context of the wider changes in the Japanese dis-
tribution sector and in terms of the roles being played by Sogo Shosha in the Japanese econ-
omy. 
Sogo Shosha in context 
The Sogo Shosha are an integral part of Japan’s economy both historically and in the present 
day.  Their historical importance is well recognised and they have been the subject of a large 
volume of literature (Yoshino, 1976; Young, 1979; Yoshihara, 1982; Kojima & Ozawa, 1984; 
Yoshino & Lifson, 1986; Eli, 1990; Kensy, 2001).  Furthermore, much of the literature relat-
ing to General Trading Companies (GTC) around the world makes specific reference to Sogo 
Shosha, noting that many countries actually set out to emulate the Japanese model (Young, 
1979).  That said, most authors have labelled the Japanese model as ‘unique’ (Yoshihara, 
1987; Yonekawa, 1990).  While international trade is a core activity, the Sogo Shosha play a 
role within the domestic Japanese economy that has brought them far beyond the models of 
international trade intermediary (ITI)(Ellis, 2001; 2003).  For this reason, this paper uses the 
terms Sogo Shosha or Shosha rather than GTC or other translation to signify the Japanese 
companies in question, following on from that used by the Japan Foreign Trade Council 
(JFTC, 2006). 
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Brief History of the Sogo Shosha 
Sogo Shosha originated at the time of the opening of Japan to foreign trade in 1868 and were 
systematically modelled on similar companies overseas such as the British East India Com-
pany or Jardine Matheson.  These same companies, such as Sumitomo, Mitsui, and Mitsubishi 
all remain in existence today, although technically speaking they were legally dissolved as a 
result of their roles during World War II (see Young, 1979; Yoshihara, 1982).  For their early 
history, these groups, then called zaibatsu, not only developed and controlled Japan’s interna-
tional trade, they also became significant industrial groupings and major financial institutions 
with both commercial and political reach throughout the Japanese economy.  At the time of 
their break up, Mitsui Bussan was divided into 200 separate companies and Mitsubishi into 
139.  This break up lasted only as long as the American occupation, however, with the same 
senior managers allowed to remain in place in the dissected groups quickly moving to rebuild 
their position from 1952 onwards.  However, companies such as Toyota, Sony, Matsushita, 
and Honda have also developed as export orientated companies in their own right, and, other 
than in some key areas such as commodity imports, the Shosha have not re-established their 
monopolistic positions of the pre-war era. 
The role and scope of Sogo Shosha roles within Japan 
The share of Japan’s international trade accounted for by just the largest 11 Shosha hit a peak 
of roughly 87% of all imports and 51% of all exports in 1990.  By 2002, this figure had fallen 
sharply, but their share was still significant at 23% of imports and 12.2% of exports (UNC-
TAD, 2005).  But it is the more general scope of the Shosha activities that is important in the 
domestic market and it is this which sets them apart from general trading firms elsewhere.  
Table 1 summarises the financial results to March 2006 of the leading six Sogo Shosha.  It 
shows clearly just how large these groups are and together they consist of more than 3,600 
companies.  
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When the results of group companies are amalgamated, total income for each group is ex-
tremely large.  Toyota, Japan’s largest single company, is smaller than each one of the top 
four Shosha and the combined total income for these six groups is larger than the GDP of 
Belgium at current exchange rates. 
(Table 1 about here) 
It is the scope of the activities of each group that makes Shosha so important and so powerful 
throughout the Japanese economy.  After the War, Shosha extended credit to companies 
through their financial arms, developing links and dependencies that went even further than 
the groupings already described.  Trade related activities were encouraged, and the Shosha 
have aimed for very high sales volumes over a long term and based their business on stable 
supply flows.  Although such a position of wide-ranging economic support for Japanese firms 
alone has precluded their transformation into trans-national corporations, it does mean that 
Shosha are highly influential and have been directly involved, especially through their bank-
ing arms, right down to the level of the SME in Japan (Uesugi and Yamashiro, 2005; Kawai, 
2003; The Economist, 2006). 
Since the early 1990s, however, many of the connections between Japanese companies and 
single Shosha groups have been broken irrevocably (see The Economist, 2000; Miwa and 
Ramseyer, 2002; 2005).  As a result, Shosha have shifted the focus of their businesses away 
from purely facilitating international trade and have begun to establish large company group 
portfolios within domestic Japanese distribution (JFTC, 2000; 2001; Flath, 2002).  The acqui-
sition of retail companies and the establishment of their own, new retail chains represents a 
new direction in Sogo Shosha strategy.  With their existing international supply networks, 
Shosha appear to be placing themselves at the vanguard of consumer goods retailing in Japan 
with interests in a wide range of product sectors, and primarily in food. 
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The business roles of Sogo Shosha: theoretical issues 
Past literature on GTCs, including the Sogo Shosha, has concentrated largely on their role in 
international trade, particularly in Asia.  Historically, however, this role has been one of dis-
tribution intermediaries with less involvement in marketing functions:  
The trading companies are reputed to have played a vanguard role in the economic 
revolution of the Far East…They are experienced in extensive global operations 
and information management; however, in other aspects they must evolve further to 
become marketing exchange companies. The trading companies concentrated in 
undifferentiated products…, viewed their operations from a nationalistic base and 
oriented themselves to suppliers rather than consumers. Many integrated backward 
into manufacture…Consequently, the organizational resources, information infra-
structure, and orientation they evolved were those of a distribution function rather 
than a marketing function.  
(Achrol, 1991, p. 84) 
Intermediation also takes the form of consulting, introduction, sourcing, and facilitating that 
may not involve actual selling of goods in any direct form (Roehl, 1983; Rauch, 1996).  As 
Ellis (2003, pp. 1686-9) notes, both agency theory and transaction cost analysis theory sug-
gest reasons for the modus operandi of trading companies.  Agency theory explains the role of 
ITIs as brokers by providing risk reduction for trading between partners, who tend to be geo-
graphically and culturally diverse.  GTC also reduce transaction costs that, again, arise as the 
result of trading over distances and/or through cultural and political barriers.  In both cases, 
however, the competitive advantage of offering such services can be short-lived as both first 
and third parties may well become capable of dealing directly with each other in the long-
term.  In addition, such theory overlooks the fact that trading companies are frequently active 
as market-makers and value creators due to their ability to work in diverse markets.  Ellis 
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characterises these traders as operating at the boundaries between groups, feeding on the 
knowledge gap between buyers and sellers, exploiting price differentials, and reducing risk 
(Ellis, 2003, p. 1691).  
Long-term survival and growth for trading firms relies, therefore, on their ability to create 
new and often diverse opportunities, and to maintain a widely dispersed network of business.  
This network is likely to be highly dynamic and, as in the case of the Shosha, consists of a 
huge variety of skills and business fields.  Ellis concludes his analysis by relating ITI activi-
ties to structural hole theory (Burt, 2000), whereby Shosha are able to fill gaps in a market by 
aligning complementary resources or information (Ellis, 2003: p. 1692) 
For these reasons, it has been suggested that the Soga Shosha would disappear as the Japanese 
product mix moved to more sophisticated, differentiated goods, because these products would 
require trade services such as brand-name development and after-sales service that have not 
been part of their traditional mode of operation (Sakakibara and Serwin, 2000, 48).  Neverthe-
less, for the past two decades, Shosha have worked to broaden their business profile by ex-
panding beyond their role as GTCs or ITIs as described in the literature and into more direct 
roles within the domestic Japanese market.  As a result, much of Achrol’s (1991) summary no 
longer applies.  Today, the management functions provided to domestic businesses by the 
Shosha mirror the abilities they learned through their traditional role of ITIs. 
Japanese distribution changes 
The consolidation of distribution channels 
Japanese distribution has long been characterised by a high degree of fragmentation. Accord-
ing to the most basic figures, while the number of retail and wholesale outlets has fallen by 
huge numbers over the past two decades, in 2004, there were still 375,378 wholesale outlets 
and 1,238,296 retail outlets in Japan (METI, 2005).  Much of the Japanese academic literature 
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continues to emphasise the importance of the wholesale sector in Japan (for example Narui 
and Flath, 1993; Narui and Torii, 2000; Maruyama, 2000; Maruyama, 2004; Torii and Narui, 
2004).  This discussion relates to the multilayered nature of the system and takes pains to jus-
tify the traditional system, claiming that it is more efficient in the context of the Japanese 
business culture.  Yet the traditional analysis overlooks two points: first these are outlets and 
not businesses, and second, there is a large and growing concentration of transactions among 
the very largest outlets (Lohtia and Subramanian, 2000).  
As Figure 1 illustrates, the largest outlets, employing more than 20 people, account for only 
10 per cent of all outlets, but for more than 66 per cent of total sales.  Small wholesale outlets 
exist to facilitate the bulk breaking from other, larger vendors, but add little additional value 
to the supply chain.  Indeed, it is the reduction in importance of this traditional system that 
has been a feature of changes in wholesaling in the 1990s. 
(Figure 1 about here) 
Goldman (1991) concluded that the Japanese distribution system was closely related to Ja-
pan’s internal political economy rather than to institutional structure, arguing that moderniza-
tion, while constrained by traditional internal structures, was already taking place, led by 
more innovative firms outside the traditional structure.  More recently, the changes predicted 
by Goldman have been studied in more depth (see, for example, Maruyama, 2004; Meyer-
Ohle, 2004; Torii and Narui, 2004; Larke and Causton, 2005).  The key feature of these 
changes has been the shift in channel power away from manufacturers and towards retailers.  
The entry of Sogo Shosha into domestic distribution channels 
Some recent work discusses the growing influence of retailers within domestic channels, the 
shortening of wholesale channels, and the direct involvement of Shosha (Torii and Narui, 
2004; Larke and Causton, 2005; and Larke, 2005).  In a limited number of cases, such as 
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Summit, owned by Sumitomo since the 1950s, or Ryoshoku, a subsidiary of Mitsubishi, Sho-
sha have had a long interest in domestic distribution (Azuma and Fernie, 2001).  In addition, 
since the 1980s Shosha have been active as master licensors of overseas luxury brands, but 
this was once-removed from consumer contact as brands were passed to sub-licensees in the 
vast majority of cases.  Beyond these exceptions, however, Shosha domestic interests were 
limited and almost entirely wholesale in nature. 
In 1994, Daiei began collaborating with Marubeni to supply food from China.  This resulted 
in Marubeni taking a significant shareholding in Maruetsu, a Daiei affiliate, and allowed Ma-
rubeni to leverage its food wholesale group.  A decade later, when Daiei finally succumbed to 
bankruptcy administration, Marubeni led the group of companies charged with the chain’s 
rehabilitation and became the controlling owners of Daiei in August 2006. 
This was the first of a series of moves towards direct control of retail companies and the con-
sequent expansion of wholesale operations by the five leading Shosha.  This change is still not 
at all well documented and has received little study even in Japanese.  The extent of Shoshas’ 
new found interests in domestic food wholesaling can be seen in Table 2 which presents the 
leading 20 food wholesalers by sales in 2005 (financial year) and the various affiliations to 
Shosha groups. 
(Table 2 about here) 
Although the single largest food wholesaler was Kokubu, Mitsubishi, Itochu, and Mitsui all 
feature prominently within the ranking. Total wholesale food sales for 2005 were ¥43.892 tril-
lion according to METI statistics.  On this basis, Kokubu had a total share of the market of 
some 3 per cent with Ryoshoku, Mitsubishi’s primary food wholesaling subsidiary, just a lit-
tle behind.  However, if the shares of all the companies in which Mitsubishi is the leading or 
sole shareholder are totalled, the group has a market share of 5.05 per cent, and this is for 
companies that rank within the top 20 firms alone.  For all the leading Shosha, ties with food 
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wholesale companies extend well beyond the leading 20 firms, leading to an unprecedented 
level of concentration into the hands of this small number of groups. 
Further, Shosha interests in retailing is less pronounced but growing.  The acquisition of 
Familymart, the third largest convenience store chain, by Itochu in 1999 was followed by 
Mitsubishi acquiring a controlling stake Lawson, the number two chain, and by the acquisi-
tion of stakes in several supermarket companies.  Marubeni now controls Daiei and Maruetsu 
and, more recently, Tobu Stores.  Table 3 summarises the retail interests of the Shosha. It in-
cludes 11 of the leading 25 retailers in Japan by sales for 2005, but it should be pointed out 
that it is by no means complete, with major brand interests omitted. 
(Table 3 about here) 
The domestic distribution interests of the Shosha have grown within the past decade and are 
likely to continue to expand.  In addition, the scope of their domestic business, now covering 
all stages of the channel, has taken the Shosha beyond the models described in the literature 
on GTC and ITIs.  In that literature, the underlying assumption is that an ITI acts as an inter-
mediary, as with Achrol’s definition (1991), but the Shosha are now indeed marketing com-
panies that have extended their interests and activities down to the level of the consumer. 
Shosha are no longer just intermediary facilitators, and now aim to exploit their own interna-
tional supply chains in addition to providing intermediary logistics services to other retail 
companies.  So why have the Shosha acted now, and what are the long-term implications for 
both themselves and for distribution in Japan as a whole? 
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Why Sogo Shosha have taken on domestic distribution roles 
The concept of embeddedness and Sogo Shosha suitability 
In order to understand the reasons behind this recent shift towards greater consumer orienta-
tion by the Sogo Shosha, it is useful to return to Goldman’s (1991) assertion that Japan’s dis-
tribution system is a product of its internal political economy.  On this basis, change is more 
likely to come from within and fit with the expectations and traditions associated with the 
business culture even when the result is major upheaval and change.  Historically, the Shosha 
are an integral part of the internal political economy with an established interest at the up-
stream end of distribution channels.  They are perfectly placed, therefore, to instigate and in-
fluence changes throughout the system, a position that is further strengthened by their sheer 
size. 
In other words, Sogo Shosha are embedded within the political economy (Brahm, 1993).  
Embeddedness has three dimensions as defined by Hess (2004): 
1. Societal embeddedness.  Network actors, be they individuals or collectives, have a 
history that shapes their perception, strategies and actions, which therefore are 
path-dependent.  This represents their local/ regional/ national ‘culture’ and is 
taken with them if they operate abroad, even as they are exposed to different for-
eign cultures. 
2. Network embeddedness.  This is about the connections between actors, regardless 
of their locations.  It is also about the notion of embedding and disembedding as 
dynamic relations within networks. 
3. Territorial embeddedness.  This relates to the degree to which foreign actors build 
considerable links to the actors present within foreign host localities. 
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Through their history, the Sogo Shosha are embedded in the societal networks or internal po-
litical economy of their home economy, have a proven record of political support, and numer-
ous business allegiances.  This societal embeddedness has been transplanted overseas in that, 
first, they have approached societal relationships in other countries in similar ways to those 
they are familiar with in Japan, and second, they remain committed to Japan in their dealings 
overseas, rather than becoming trans-national corporations that are disembedded from their 
societal networks. 
In terms of network embeddedness the Shosha are built around networks of actors both in 
terms of their own huge groups of companies, but equally from their networks of customers 
and clients (Dicken and Miyamachi, 1998).  Leveraging this network is a key competitive ad-
vantage for Shosha (Ellis, 2001, 2003), but so is their access to the domestic market where 
they are able to co-ordinate supply throughout distribution channels, both through members of 
their own networks and equally between their own companies and third-parties.  Furthermore, 
while there are many internationally active companies in Japan, the majority are export orien-
tated with few working in both import and export simultaneously.  This has allowed Shosha to 
establish themselves as primary suppliers for a large range of products and services that re-
quire overseas procurement.  A key example is represented by the many luxury brands for 
which the Shosha act as exclusive master licensors, but almost always sublicensing to inter-
mediary domestic companies and almost never becoming directly involved in the retail supply 
of these brands. 
Such network embeddedness presents Sogo Shosha as the almost ideal intermediaries suited 
to manage and rebuild parts of the distribution system.  They are societally embedded and 
therefore an acceptable link to traditional business culture, but have the ability to leverage 
networks that extend far beyond the domestic market and to work within the global economy.  
Internationally orientated retail companies such as Fast Retailing, Ryohin Keikaku and Five 
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Foxes all make considerable use of Shoshas’ OEM production planning and management, 
consulting and logistical expertise.  Through their global networks and by working with other 
Japanese firms as they move overseas, Shosha are replicating these functions in foreign mar-
kets, establishing, therefore, a territorial embeddedness too. 
In summary, Shosha find themselves in the unique position of not only extending Japanese 
distribution channels both into and out of the domestic market, their societal embeddedness 
allows them to offer an acceptable alternative whereas some similar actors, notably overseas 
retailers moving into Japan, may not. 
International supply chain and economies of scale 
Sogo Shosha are positioned well to influence the development of large global retailers. Japan 
has long been seen as a problematic market for foreign retailers to enter and its history is lit-
tered with cases of failure.  One of the overriding factors in the success of the world’s largest 
retailers, however, is their access to global supply networks.  Global retailers have largely 
been responsible for developing such supply networks as a consequence of their own interna-
tionalisation.  As companies operate in more and more countries, they require access to a lar-
ger volume of product and also have access to markets that will sell that volume of product 
(Coe and Hess, 2005). 
To date, Japanese retail companies have followed this model.  Although all of Japan’s largest 
retailers organise some imports themselves, it has been the Sogo Shosha that have been 
mostly responsible for supplying retailers with imported product.  Their traditional, specialist 
import functionality allows for lower costs and fewer bureaucratic problems, presenting an 
attractive alternative to direct importing by retailers themselves.  Consequently, the supply 
chains organized by the Shosha are the nearest equivalent that Japan has to the global product 
supply models operated by the retailers such as Wal-Mart, Carrefour and Tesco. 
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In this respect, as domestically focused retail companies reach their maximum ability to grow, 
along with various external pressures from the slowing economy and greater market competi-
tion, it was an obvious strategic move for the Shosha to step in and take retail management 
into their own hands.  Furthermore, while the apparel sector has evolved only recently into 
one that is almost entirely import driven, food has long been a largely imported commodity 
and food supply has, again, been the province of the Shosha – often on an exclusive basis.  
With their existing food wholesale businesses in place, it was logical for them to begin ex-
panding the volume capacity of these businesses and, in order to complete their networks 
within Japan, take every opportunity to expand into retailing too. 
Transaction costs and information needs 
Following on from the previous points, it is possible to re-apply the transaction cost analysis 
of Roehl (1983) and Sakakibara and Serwin (2000).  Network embeddedness and interna-
tional supply chains help to show how Shosha are able to step into the wholesaling role within 
Japan but not necessarily why they would want to do so.  Considering their activities at that 
time, Roehl argued that Shosha could overcome some of their information disadvantages with 
other firms by concentrating on repetitive transactions and thus being able to use the informa-
tion gathered from successive transactions to reduce their costs (p. 125). 
As noted above, heavy investment in IT-related data gathering at the retail end of the con-
sumer supply chain has changed the role of the intermediaries in the channel significantly.  
Consequently, on the one hand, Shosha have found that the owners of many foreign brands 
have chosen to take back control of their brands in Japan – and have then used their deeper 
understanding of the brand and their target customers to improve their sales (see Larke and 
Causton, 2005, pp. 53-64).  This reinforces the comments by Sakakibara and Serwin (2000) 
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that Sogo Shosha do not have the skills for brand-name development, although there are sig-
nificant exceptional cases for a small number of brands. 
On the other hand, ‘opportunistic’ moves by Shosha into the convenience store and supermar-
ket sectors have provided them with access to new retail skills and to new types and greater 
volume of information.  They are in a position to better understand the changes that they face 
and to see how they can try to control the development of the systems that support Shoshas’ 
group operations. 
The expansion of domestic wholesale activities, therefore, indicates recognition that the tradi-
tional role of wholesaling is set to change radically, if not disappear altogether as concentra-
tion in the retail sector allows retailers to exercise greater channel power.  Yet, if a retail chain 
is only as good as its supply chain, then controlling that chain or bringing it in-house would 
be beneficial under some circumstances.  Particularly for those Shosha with substantial retail 
interests, complete control of supply chains makes the best use of the available information, 
reduces many of the other costs associated with transactions, and enables the purchasing and 
supply elements of a Shosha group to improve their bargaining positions.  As non-Shosha 
firms improve their own information systems, supply chain integration also prevents the Sho-
sha from being placed in less powerful asymmetric relationships with retailers, including 
those entering Japan from overseas. 
Therefore, to say that the Shosha are expanding their share of the wholesale sector is perhaps 
to overlook the fact that their involvement may also change the sector in fairly radical and 
permanent ways.  Smaller, specialist wholesalers will remain as providers of information 
about specialist products and as suppliers in locations where larger wholesalers cannot operate 
economically.  Large wholesalers will become more strongly aligned with the expressed 
needs of the retail groups – whether they are part of a particular Shosha group or not. 
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It needs to be recognized, however, that there are dangers here for both Shosha and the wider 
Japanese economy.  For the foreseeable future the wholesale supply chains set up by the Sho-
sha (along with their production and retail interests) are likely to remain as groups of con-
nected and/or inter-related firms that deal with one another on some form of favoured, al-
though possibly not exclusive, basis.  As the Shoshas’ experience increases, so these links are 
likely to deepen and the level of co-ordination will increase.  But they will be neither a single 
exclusive supply chain nor a real market.  By internalising the information and binding the 
wholesalers more closely to the retailers there is a danger that Shoshas begin to focus on what 
they can provide to the retailer or consumer, rather than using their consumer data to drive the 
product supply alone.  An overly controlled chain therefore might drive out innovation and 
over time become less inefficient, threatening both the Shosha controlled wholesalers and any 
retailers with whom they have strong ties.  
Conclusions and Further research 
It is clear that Sogo Shosha are increasing their involvement in the domestic Japanese distri-
bution sector through their investment in both retailers and wholesaling firms.  Through their 
sheer size they are able to influence significantly the behaviour of other players in these sec-
tors and through their wide links and experience they are also facilitating both the import of 
goods into Japan and the internationalisation of Japanese retailers.  In many ways, they are 
imposing practices and disciplines on the Japanese wholesaling sector that mirror those of 
large retailers in other countries.  By binding together a wide range of channel players with 
flows of information and expertise, as well as flows of product, Shosha will continue to have 
a major influence on the changes taking place in the distribution channel in the years to come. 
Whilst there have been some efforts to document and map these recent changes in the Japa-
nese wholesale sector (e.g. Meyer-Ohle, 2004; Larke and Causton, 2005), there is a pressing 
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need for more work to be done in this area.  In tune with Ellis’s (2003) comments, analysis of 
both the Sogo Shosha and the Japanese distribution sector has waned in recent years because 
of a widespread belief that they are moribund.  Yet, it is clear that major changes have been 
taking place beneath the surface that are beginning to affect the sector as a whole and these 
changes are likely to be important for both Japanese retailers and foreign retailers and brands 
wanting to trade in Japan in the future. 
There is a wide range of future research in this area that could prove to be of benefit.  In addi-
tion to mapping the changes to the sector, these might include a reworking of the efforts to 
use transaction cost analysis to establish the basis of the competitive advantage of the Sogo 
Shosha.  Their move into the domestic wholesale and retail sectors is not covered by the work 
of those such as Roehl (1983) that focused on large lots and recurrent contracts in commodity 
trading.  Equally, Sogo Shosha would seem to be clear candidates for analysis as learning or-
ganisations, looking at how the parent companies can instil a sense of organizational purpose 
into the wholesale groups that they now control and how information and experiences can be 
shared between wholesalers, retailers and suppliers in ways other than just through contrac-
tual relationships. 
Whether or not Japanese wholesalers continue to hold a separate and distinctive place in the 
distribution sector or are absorbed into Sogo Shosha-controlled supply chains, the sector is 
likely to undergo significant change in the years to come and will provide many opportunities 
for further research in a number of areas. 
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Table 1: The largest six Sogo Shosha by Group Income, 2006 
 
 Group 
 Income ¥
mn 
 Yon
Y % 
Pretax  
Profit ¥mn 
 YonY 
% 
Pretax Profit 
to Income % 
Group 
Compa-
nies* 
Mitsubishi Shoji 19,067,153 11.3% 479,383 128.5% 2.5% 914
Mitsui Bussan 14,885,728 9.6% 253,182 49.8% 1.7% 723
Itochu Shoji 10,473,885 9.4% 216,869 80.8% 2.1% 656
Sumitomo Shoji 10,336,265 4.4% 247,807 63.7% 2.4% 836
Marubeni 8,686,532 9.4% 101,453 64.7% 1.2% 525
Sojitz 4,972,059 6.3% 78,773 35.6% 1.6% 507
Total 63,449,563**  1,377,467**  2.2% 3,654
Notes: 
*    Company numbers to March 2005, all other figures for March 2006 
**  These amounts are roughly equivalent to US$59,011 mn and US$ 12,811 mn respectively 
 
Sources: Japan Foreign Trade Council, http://www.jftc.or.jp/english/balancesheet_e.html; Company Ac-
counts. 
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Table 2: Leading food wholesale companies in Japan, 2005 
    Sales   ¥mn 
YonY
   
  %
Operat-
ing 
Profit 
 ¥mn 
YonY
    
% 
Op P/ 
Sales
   
% 
 
1 Kokubu  1,322,160   6.6  6,244  25.4  0.47 Business tie-up with Mitsui Shokuhin 
2 Ryoshoku  1,267,412   19.4  11,799  30.3  0.93 Mitsubishi Group 
3 Nihon Access  817,192   5.8  2,860  57.9  0.35 Itochu Group 
4 Itochu Shokuhin  536,172   6.0  5,441  3.7  1.01 Itochu Group 
5 Mitsui Shokuhin  506,434   2.5  1,786  17.7  0.35 Mitsui Group 
6 Kato Sangyo  500,265   3.5  6,404  6.4  1.28 Sumitomo leading shareholder, also shares by 
Mitsubishi, Mitsui 
7 Nihon Shurui Hanbai  430,549   6.0  1,252  245.6  0.29  
8 Meijiya  424,371   (6.5) - - - Mitsubishi Group 
9 Asahi Shokuhin  344,542   -  - - - Mitsubishi leading shareholder 
10 Nishino Shoji  314,434   2.7  1,069  (43.2)  0.34 Itochu Group 
11 Food Service Network  281,767   287  0.10 Mitsubishi Group (100%) 
12 Yamae Hisano  250,136   1.2  3,644  7.3  1.46  
13 Starzen  233,103   12.6  3,297  53.0  1.41 Shares held by Mitsui Bussan & Mitsui group 
members 
14 Sanseiya  202,239   2.8  2,037  (0.5)  1.01  
15 San-esu  192,598   2.2  1,705  (18.1)  0.89 Mitsubishi Group (89.6%) 
16 Izumikku  188,500   
17 Maruichi Sansho  178,354   (2.9)  1,931  207.0  1.08 Mitsubishi leading shareholder 
18 Toho  164,529   4.2  2,463  (16.8)  1.50  
19 Takayama  161,492   0.4  1,354  (43.1)  0.84  
20 Daido Drinks  153,585   6.7  6,762  28.2  4.40  
 
Sources: Company Reports; Nikkei Company Profiles. 
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Table 3: List of main retail interests for leading Sogo Shosha 
Sogo Shosha Retail chain  Sector Relationship 
Mitsubishi  Lawson  CVS  Leading shareholder 
   Life Corporation SM  Leading shareholder 
   am/pm   CVS  Shareholder 
   Seicomart  CVS  Shareholder 
   Diamond City  SC  Joint shareholder 
   Aeon   GMS  Business relationships 
   Ministop  CVS  IT development 
   Ryohin Keikaku SpS  Shareholder 
   Sanyo Shokai  SpS  Shareholder 
Mitsui Bussan Hanae Mori  SpS  Leading shareholder    
   Posful   GMS  Shareholder 
   Seven & I Holdings Mixed  Shareholder and business tie-up 
   Burberry Group SpS  Shareholder 
   Duskin   SpS  Shareholder 
Itochu   Familymart  CVS  Leading shareholder 
   Loft   SpS  Shareholder 
   Millennium Retailing DpS  Shareholder† 
   Seven-Eleven CVS  Shareholder 
   Uny   GMS  Business tie-up 
   Tower Records SpS  Shareholder 
   San Mark  SpS  Shareholder 
Marubeni  Daiei   GMS  Leading shareholder 
   Maruetsu  SM  Leading shareholder 
   Tobu Stores  SM  Shareholder and business tie-up 
   Metro Japan  C&C  Shareholder (JV) 
Sumitomo  Summit  SM  Wholly owned subsidiary 
   Tomads  Drg  Wholly owned subsidiary 
   Mammymart  SM  Shareholder 
   Seiyu   GMS  Shareholder 
Notes: CVS: convenience stores; GMS: general merchandise stores; SM: supermarkets; SpS: specialty stores; 
Drg: drugstores; C&C: cash and carry; DpS: department stores; † Itochu is due to sell its stake in Millennium Re-
tailing in 2006 to Seven & I Holdings. 
Source: Nikkei Company Profiles; Company reports.     
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Figure 1: Proportion of Outlets and Sales for Wholesale Outlets by Number of Employees, 2004 
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